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As it was In the Beginning: 
 
Akụ Diẹwa was created an inventive and industrious farming community, a community that could 
turn rocky mountains into arable farm lands.  The evidence is in the monuments they left on the 
chains of hills surrounding the town.  They turned the hills into farm lands by first tilling and 
digging out the stones and then lined them up into vertical and horizontal ridges (Ọ̀gbá ẹ̀hwụ̀rụ̀) 
to form the boundaries between each man and his neighbour.  But apart from physical 
boundaries, the horizontal stone ridges also provided effective terraced flood breakers which 
ensured that nobody’s farm got washed away by the mountain rains.   
 
The chief crops of the time were Yam, Cocoyam, Millet, Guinea corn, Maize, Bambara peas, 
Pigeon peas and Black beans.  Other stuff like cassava and rice were discoveries of the distant 
future.  Farming implements were never in short supply as Ụmụ Ẹgụrụ (Agụlụ Blacksmiths) were 
on hand to supply whatever the people needed: hoes, diggers, machetes, etc.  A few people also 
made their marks in animal husbandry, chiefly with dwarf cows and goats and sheep and 
employed their sons and nephews as Ụmụ Idoko (Shepherds) in the surrounding grasslands, right 
up to the flat hill tops.   
 
Every household was self-sufficient as there was plenty to eat all year round.  Those who got 
more out of the farms than their neighbours proved their superiority by taking on more wives 
and enrolling themselves and their wives into the famed Ọzọ and Lọọlọanyị and other sundry title 
societies.  Invariably more wives meant more children and more mouths to feed.  But this never 
became a problem as each new wife and child automatically joined the labour force in the farms, 
or the wives took to trading to support the wealth generated by the farm.  As they wisely put it, 
the farmlord who farms and trades would get his compensation from the trade if his farm failed 
him...(Ezhe na-arụ ji agba ụnyama, mẹ ji emegu ụnyama meeree nu).  In later years, following the 
arrival of the Agbarịgba, the relative affluence of each household was also demonstrated in the 
competition for the acquisition of stone walled houses roofed with corrugated iron sheets, which 
relied for their construction on voluntary communal labour. 
 
The self-sufficiency in food production meant that, on a communal level, almost every other 
month of the year had an elaborate festival associated with it, to which all friends and family ties 
were invited for communion and fellowship, ọ̀nyà.  Akụ was one easy going, contented but 
powerful society that was revered by its neighbours. 
 
In time, the hills lost their nutrients and there became an urgent need to explore external 
territories in search of fertile farm lands.  In response, Akụ youths organised themselves into 
formidable farming squads and dispatched themselves to the less inhabited plains of Igbo Ọda 
(Uzo Ụwanị), which boasted of a combination of virgin forests and fertile grasslands flooded by  
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the various tributaries of the Adada, Ọbịịna, Akọrọ and Eshi Rivers. The first major farm 
settlements to be founded in these major farming expeditions were Ẹgụ Ndve, Ẹgụ Udveme, 
Ọdenyi Mkporogwu, Ogele Owu, Ugwu Liibo, Ugwu Ụvụrụ, Ọpanda, Daba, Ugwu Beebele, Ogbo 
Ọda, Agba Ọgaazhị, Ekwugude Anụgụ, Ẹgụ Bẹ Ọkụ Anyịgụ, Ẹgụ Ọgbakere, Ẹgụ Ọbịịna, etc etc. 
Overtime, the quest for more fertile lands would take the people much deeper into the sprawling 
lands and forests of the Igala.   Each of these farm settlements represented a certain village 
leaning according to which village squad was first to settle there.  But they also had some named 
after the village groups, like Ẹgụ Ụmụ Nụa, Ẹgụ Ụmụ Obie, Ẹgụ Ohemuje, Ẹgụ Amamkpo, Ẹgụ 
Amaogwu, Ẹgụ Amabọkwụ, Ẹgụ Mgboko, etc.  Now, while the majority of each farm settlement 
was inhabited by people of the same village leaning, there would also be a few speckles of 
farmers from other villages that came along for reasons of friendship or marital ties. 
 
On arrival, the farming squads sought out the Chiefs of the areas and made necessary land pacts, 
gained unrestricted access to miles and miles of virgin lands and parcelled them out to one 
another with essential boundaries so people would know which parcel belonged to whom. The 
nature of the pacts with the landlords were such that when a certain farming area got depleted 
in nutrients, the farmers were able to move their crops to areas yet untapped, without 
molestation. They also got very strong Dibịas to erect the shrines of the popular home deities, 
such as Ojiyi, Ekumẹha, Ase, Ẹgwụnshi, Ogwugwu, Okuke, Ẹnyanwụ, etc, to protect them from 
internal and external aggressions. They made binding rules, as unwritten as they were, and took 
oaths by the names of those potent deities to ensure that no one stole from or plotted evil 
against another.   
 
No one needed to pay for farm labour, as the parties were usually people of the same age group 
(Ọ̀gbá ọ́rụ̄) who understood themselves and took turns to share their labours in one another’s 
farms in a calculated rotation called Ịḱwụ̄ Òbè.  All that was required of the farm owner was to 
provide enough food and palm wine to entertain the parties when the farming was done.  Shared 
labour worked, not only because it made the cultivation and harvesting tasks a lot easier, but 
more so because the people had fun doing it and saw the immediate results of their communal 
efforts.  They erected expansive Communal barns, (Ọ́bá) with individual partitions to preserve 
their harvests.  They put up central relaxation platforms, (Ógwè), and play arenas where to sit 
out and unwind and share their experiences after the daily toils.  For many many years, 
generations of aspiring farmers would join the ranks as apprentices and then kept the tradition 
alive as they too matured and established themselves in the industry. This communal spirit and 
understanding was to prove very beneficial many decades later when the world got turned 
upside down (“Igbo ekpue ọnụ!”), and forced the entire Akụ population to seek and find refuge in 
the relative safety of the farms. 
 

A world turned upside down: 

Now, we fast forward to the rainy season of the year 1967.  The Biafran Civil war had just begun.  

Until then, only those who were in the know could have had the slightest suspicion of what was 

in the air and the extent to which entire communities would be rooted out and forced to seek 

shelter in         
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shelter in farms and forests for 30 months. With the benefit of hindsight, this author recalls 

travelling from Ọpanda as an eight year old boy, around June/July 1967.  On approach to every 

army checkpoint, the lorry driver would stop to let off all the young men onboard, who would 

make a quick dash into the surrounding bushes and then re-appear about a mile or so ahead, 

where the lorry would have stopped again to pick them up.  What made the picture so 

memorable, especially for a child, was the acrobatics which some of the young men tried to 

display as they re-emerged from the bushes and sprinted for the lorry, celebrating their 

momentary triumphs: one an impressive cartwheel and another an unsuccessful attempt to 

sprint backwards and landing on his backside to the amusement of all aboard the lorry. That race 

through the bushes no doubt had been their first major efforts to escape conscription into the 

emerging Biafran army. 

The war itself had been preceded by the mass returns of families who had been displaced from 

various parts of Nigeria after the Northern pogrom and the general persecution of the Igbo 

people in 1966.  Many of the displaced families had no choice but to return home with their 

children to join the extended family relations.  But just as everyone was trying to come to terms 

with the madness, the war broke out as the State of Biafra emerged and broke away from the 

rest of Nigeria on the 30th of May 1967.  Inevitably, by September, the Nsukka communities, 

including Akụ, became the first casualties of the war, being the closest land border to any other 

part of Nigeria. 

The fall of Akụ to the Nigerian troupes occasioned an unprecedented mass exodus of the home 

population.  There was total confusion and panic in the air.  Those who were in the immediate 

vicinities of their homes hurriedly put together as much of their earthly belongings as they could 

possibly carry in one headload.  Those who were not immediately at home had to join the race 

wherever they met it, with no chance at all of going home to see what valuables they could pick 

up.  They just ran with what items of clothing they had on their backs. For a start, no one knew 

how long this was all going to last, or where exactly they were headed.  The decisions about final 

destinations had to be made along the way as it dawned on everyone that it was no longer safe 

to go back.  No one needed to be told that it was time to run and keep running, as even the deaf 

could tell a genuine pandemonium when they saw one.   

As the mortar shellings that drove Akụ out of town were coming from the directions of Lẹẹja and 

Ekwegbe in the East, it made no sense running to those directions, aside from the fact that they 

led to nowhere that could be called a place of succor.  The road to Mkporogwu was not an 

attractive option either, as it led straight into the ‘high way’ that connected Nsukka with 

Ogurugu, which enabled the enemy forces to overrun the entire areas so easily. The only exit 

routes that were left that guaranteed the most protection were the routes towards Ndve to the 

West, via Oshigo, and Ẹha and Ike Dimkpa on the South West, via Ẹgbugwu. 
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To the young and the aged, it was such a tortuous foot journey.  Mothers who had many young 

children could only carry the one they could manage on their backs with the head load of family 

belongings.  Older children who could manage it also assisted with carrying their younger ones on 

their backs. The other children toddled along and some of them soon disappeared in the surging 

stream of humanity.  The air quickly got alive with frantic calls of “E-e-ezhike”, “O-o-odo”, “O-o-

onugwu”, as mothers desperately struggled to re-establish contacts with their young ones who 

had got lost in the crowd. 

The journeys to the nearest human settlements via the South West were especially taxing on 
account of the rugged mountain terraines that were served only by a narrow strip of footpath left 
by ancient long distance foot traders.  As the decision was made that it made no sense to go back 
home for the moment, the long term goal following the exodus was to re-establish contacts with 
various family relations who were based in the various farm settlements in Igbo Ọda.  But this 
was a goal which for many was going to take many weeks and months to achieve, depending on 
which farm settlements such family members were based at.  Once on the other side of the hills, 
the surging crowds eventually thinned down gradually as many people figured out how best to 
proceed in the journey to reconnect with their own families in the farms.   
 
For many weeks, however, many others who did not have a clue which directions to go had to 
play guests as refugees in places like Eke, Oghe, Ikedimkpa, where school halls had been turned 
into temporary refugee camps manned by Biafran soldiers.  It was here that many were forced by 
necessity to eat the kind of foods that they had never seen or heard of in their life time up until 
then, or such food as garri and cassava which had been forbidden by family deities like Ojiyi and 
Ovuruzo.  Those who chose to observe the taboos of course went without food for those many 
weeks, and it was such a big wonder how they managed to cling onto life that long, as some had 
not come along with any food supplies of their own.  Among those were helpless elderly women 
who had gone to Irikpo on the outskirts of town with their grandchildren to do some little farm 
works but had to abandon their farming gears and run when the shellings began.  One of them, 
Nwunyenaa Nwa-Arịọgba, had in fact contemplated running the five to six miles home from 
Irikpo to retrieve a few personal effects, but had then realised the futility of her attempts, for not 
only would she have been pushing in the opposite direction against the surging crowd, at her 
age, she was also faced with the stark possibility of losing her two grandchildren forever if she 
had left them to their own devices at that critical moment.  In the end, she had obeyed her 
maternal instincts and ran along with the crowd and the children, but she had never managed to 
recover from the shock of it all.  She was to pass away about three months later, after 
reconnecting with two of her grown-up daughters who were based at separate farm settlements. 
 
There were some endless moments of drama in the race for life when the parties would be 

headed  in a  certain  direction  in  the  hope  that  this  would  bring  them  closer  to  their  final 

destination, only to be met by the people in whose direction they were headed, as the latter 

would have just been forced to flee their own homes too, and together they would all veer off to 

whichever direction the new people decided, with a better knowledge of the territory.   
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Luckily, after many weeks of warily plodding and trudging back and forth along unfamiliar roads, 
with no idea of how far they had come in the journey or how far they still had to go, there were 
search parties travelling from various directions of the farm settlements looking for various 
family members, each group for their own, as words got to them about which persons had been 
seen somewhere along the way.  They came in twos and threes, carrying water and food supplies 
on bicycles.  For the first time in the journey, people were able to sit down by the road sides and 
eat what they would consider their first proper meals in many weeks. 
 
Ahọ Ụkpata provided a last major resting point in the journey, where most people found who 
they were after, and gradually each and everyone was reunited with their own, aside from those 
who got conscripted into the army on the way and were never seen again until possibly a year or 
two into the war when some of them located their own families and paid them a visit in full 
military regalia as army Sergeants and Corporals.  Such reunions were even more remarkable, as 
their families would no doubt have given them up for dead.  It was also a communal affair as the 
entire farm settlements would gather to hear the war heroes recount tales of their brave exploits 
and heroisms at the war fronts, and then treat them to a hero’s welcome, complete with 
impromptu songs and dances and merriments and libations to the great ancestors and 
Ezhechitooke who knew how to take care of the vulnerable. 
 

The safe haven: 
 
The immediate concern at the farm settlements was how to accommodate the new arrivals.  
Usually, the farm houses offered no more than a room with a bed, as they were only ever 
originally intended as temporary shelters for the farmers and their immediate families during the 
farming seasons, somewhere to sleep after a long day of toiling under rain and shine.  However, 
during the non-farming seasons, which were characterised by the various feasts and festivals that 
spanned the  yearly calendar, the farmers spent their normal lives with their folks back home, a 
world away from the paltry arrangements of farming existence. 
 
For a time, the new arrivals had to make do with sleeping on mats on the floor, sometimes width-
wize in fours and fives per mat to maximise the available floor space.  Temporary shelters were 
soon erected for them, some with grass walls that later gave way to sturdier mud.  No one 
complained about overcrowding. People were just so relieved and so happy to be re-united 
under one roof, overcrowded or not.  In some cases, one household provided shelter for up to 
three different family connections.  The spirit of hospitality did not require that the guests be any 
immediate families; it was enough that someone in great need considered another a close 
enough relative to want to seek shelter under their roof. They ate from the same dishes and 
drank with the same cups.  In the wider Akụ social structure, every man and woman is connected 
to another, and everyone is as much a relative as another.  Which is why, even today, every 
bereavement in town is still a communal affair, as practically everybody is sure to trace some 
ancestral thread to the dead man or woman. 
 
With  accommodation  sorted  out  for  everyone,  the  next  concern  was  how to feed them long  
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term.  The new arrivals soon adapted themselves to their new environments and joined their 
hosts in the daily struggle for food production, often setting off at sunrise and returning at 
sunset.  Others with better preparedness were able to set up their own farms and grew their own 
foods straight on arrival, beginning with cassava, which did not require any more than some 
discarded cassava stems picked up from other people’s farms after a harvest.  There were some 
new arrivals too who brought with them better techniques of utilizing the available farm 
produce, such as turning cassava into ‘garri’, which until then was still alien or otherwise a taboo 
to the farmers.  Such was the sense of sacrilege, it was probably only Akụ people that never 
planted cassava in the same field as yam. 
 
The result of the symbiosis between hosts and guests was that there was more than enough food 
to go round at any given time, for the entire duration of the war.  No one talked about sales and 
profits from farm produce at this time, for apart from the fact that there were no markets to take 
them to, the war emergency meant that whatever was produced had to be tied up in barns or 
bagged up in ‘beech’ sacks to provide for ongoing needs. Young men with enough muscles on 
their arms lined up food mortars and pestles and competed to thresh bags and bags of rice, or 
turn dry corns into flours, to boost the family rations.  Women spent more time in the rivers 
processing fermented cassava.  
 
It was possibly only the people of Akụ Diẹwa who had no experience of what it meant to be 
proper refugees or who were never plagued by the wasting disease called ‘kwashịọkọ’.  In fact, it 
was also the people of Akụ Diẹwa, more than any other group, who provided daily food supplies 
to the Biafran troupes that now and again camped in their midst.  Each day of the week had a 
balloted group of farmers whose duty it was to contribute their yams or whatever else and cook 
them in drums and send to the soldiers in headloads (in their makeshift quarters) as they 
returned from the war fronts, until they moved on again to other hot spots of the war.  The only 
things that the people lacked at the time were salt and palm oil, since they were not grown in the 
farms and there were no safe markets from which to replenish existing supplies.  The little that 
they did get hold of from time to time from the brave operators of ‘Ashwa Attack’ therefore had 
to be used very wisely indeed. 
 
While the soldiers lived in their midsts, the people had very close experiences of what a war 
actually meant.  The soldiers who died at the war fronts some short distances away needed 
people to bury them after the machine guns had gone quiet.  The war-wounded on the other 
hand were brought out for some kind of attention, with gruesome images of blood and missing 
body parts. 
 
Military brutality from the supposedly friendly forces was also rife.  For instance, any discordant 
housewives who dared to exchange harsh words even in their own homes were flogged publicly 
until the koboko (horse whips) drew blood.  And men who were caught wearing highly visible 
clothes (such as red or yellow T-shirts) were made to lie face down in the public arena and 
beaten until they nearly passed out. 
 
Akụ  people did not  perceive  the civil war  just in terms  of the constant shelling and exchange of  
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gun fires.  Rather, they saw it in terms of the endless racing which the war brought with it, and 
which they had to do to stay alive.  So, to them, it was not just áyá (a war), it was ọ́sọ́ áyā (the 
war race); ọ́sọ́ nwá āgēlē (the race of jumps and tumbles); ọ́sọ́ ńdvụ̀ ágwụ̄ īkē (the race for dear 
life [that] knows no fatigue).  Ducking and diving had become such well practised routines that 
everybody knew exactly where to take cover and lie low whenever it kicked off all over again: the 
nearest cassava farms, the cocoyam farms or just anything that promised an immediate hide-out 
and camouflage if there were no thicker jungles close by.  Sometimes, the meals (morning, 
afternoon or night) would still be on fire by the time the machine guns began their riotous songs.  
Other times, it was not the guns, it would be an alarm raised by the look-out persons, 
strategically stationed on the approaches to town, as they spotted an advancing enemy troupe. 
At such times, people avoided making fires even for food, especially in their hideouts - however 
hungry - for fear that the smoke might give them away.  Everyone was on constant high alert.  
Now and again, the radios would pipe up the warning not to go to sleep, for a person surrounded 
by many enemies must guard his life at all times. ‘Ụmụ Bịafra, unu arahụla ụra, n’ihi na onye ndị 
iro gbara ogburugburu na-eche ndụ ya nche mgbe niile’.    
 

One regular consoling tune on the radio at the time was Celestine Ukwu’s: 
 

Ije enu o bụ na ndị na-akwa na-akwa, ma ndị na-aṅụlị na-aṅụlị 
Ije enu o bụ na ndị na-akwa na-akwa, ma ndị na-aṅụlị na-aṅụlị 
Onye na-akwalụ ụwa, ya malụ na ụwa na-erughalị, m-m-m 
Onye na-aṅụlị n’ụwa, ya lota na enu na-erughalị, u-o-u-o-u-o-o-o 
Ọ bụrọ ka anyị si loo, ka ife ụwa si adị, m-m-m 
Ọ bụrọ onye ọ dịlị mma taata ka ọ ga-adịlị mma echi o, m-m-m 
 
The reality of life on earth is that while some are weeping and grieving, others are rejoicing 
The reality of life on earth is that while some are weeping and grieving, others are rejoicing 
But he who is grieving should remember that no condition is permanent  
And he who is rejoicing should realise that the world is in a perpetual rotation 
The world does not always run in line with our expectations 
It is not the person who has it good today that will also have it good tomorrow... 

 

To the young ones, the war brought immeasurable disruptions to their early lives.  Those who 
were already in schools prior to the outbreak of the war had to abandon their classes and spend 
the next three years ducking and diving in the jungles with their countless relatives, whatever the 
weather conditions, while those who were already looking forward to school had to wait another 
three years, by which time many of the girls among them had got married off to men old enough 
to be their fathers, with paper currencies that soon lost their meanings the moment the war was 
over.  It was no wonder that as soon as the war ended, many such wives raced to Elunkwọ to file 
for immediate divorce at the palace of the Community Chief, (Bẹ Nwa Ugwumanụ).  
 

Young men did their best to keep up their spirits during the war.  They devised all kinds of games 
and even organised their own combat forces and slugged it out against one another in the 
bushes, using such phrases as ‘Take cover’, ‘Surrender’ and ‘Open fire’, which until then never 
meant anything to any of them.  At nights, under the moonlights, they lined up in platoons and 
sang their own renditions of whatever propaganda songs they heard on radios: “Bịam Bịa...fra...  
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Kati kati kati”, which stood for: “We are Biafrans, fighting for our freedom, with the help of God, 
we shall conquer.”  But  at  the  time, it  was  probably  only  the  ones  who  had  been  forced  to 
abandon school that knew what all that meant.  What everyone else probably understood were 
the ones that they all learned to sing in Igbo, such as: 
 

Ebee ka unu si? Bia...fra!! 
Ebee ka unu si? Bia...fra!! 
Aga...a... m arapụ Biafra jebe ebe ọzọ jee biri; 
Ụmụ ikoro ibe m, kwadoobenu n’ọhẹmẹhẹmẹ. 
 

The most popular one of the songs went like this:  
 

I..i..meela Ojukwu, i..i..meela...  I..i..meela Ojukwu, i..i..meela  
Agam esoro ezigbo ụmụaka ibe m lay ambush...  
Wèré ezigbo Marrison gbagbuo ndị Awụsa...  
Ojuwku, i..i..meela...  
Ojuwku, i..i..meela...  

All of these were accompanied by proper parades and salutes and the kind of whip flogging that 
the boys saw the platoon commanders of real soldiers dish out on parade grounds when any 
soldiers stepped out of line.  The misdemeanour could have been anything as simple as 
whispering to the next person in the line, or bending to scratch a mosquito bite.   

At Ẹgụ Irinaabọ, a farmer who had been a headmaster before the war could not believe the 

devastation that had been done to his cassava farm during one of the many mock combat 

operations.  Being the shrewd disciplinarian that he was, he rounded up all the boys and gave 

them hours of frog jumping in the open square, in imitation of the Biafran troupes when they 

practised their military drills and corporal punishments in public view. 

Aside from the moonlight parades, night life was also exciting in other ways.  The older boys soon 

acquired music drums and formed ‘Bongo’ and ‘Kokoma’ bands with which they entertained the 

entire camps. As a tribute to the fallen heroes of the conflicts, and in apparent defiance of the 

inevitable fate which the war represented for everyone, they struck up such tunes as: 

Boys anyị ga-ebi ndụ oh...oh...   Boys, we must have fun 
Anyị ga-ebi ndụ oh...oh...    Yes we must have fun... 
Onye nwụrụ anwụ ama mbịa ụwa ọzọ...  He who is dead is never coming back to life 
Boys anyị ga-ebi ndụ oh...oh...   Boys, we must have fun 
Agụiyi Ironsị ama mbịa ụwa ọzọ...   Agụiyi Ironsị is never coming back to life... 
Boys anyị ga-ebi ndụ oh...oh...   Boys, we must have fun 
Chukwuma Nzeọgwụ ama mbịa ụwa ọzọ... Chukwuma Nzeọgwụ is never coming back to life 
Boys anyị ga-ebi ndụ oh...oh...   Boys, we must have fun 
 

Young men and women (and married folks too) jointly learned cultural dances inside makeshift 

enclosures, m̀kpù égwū, which were  barred  to non-members  while  the  learning lasted.  By the  
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time the war ended, many such groups came home and toured round the town to showcase their 

new talents.  Among  the  champions  who  brought  exceptional  colours  to  the  various  village 

arenas to celebrate the end of the civil war and a peaceful return for many were the Ọ̀kàchàḿmā 

of Ẹgụ Bẹ Ọkụ Anyịgụ, Égwú Ògèlé Òwù and Ìgbòámā of Ọ̀dényī Mkporogwu. 

During the day, young men also kept busy with fishing and setting traps for rodents which they 

hawked round the farm settlements.  And since there were no legal markets where these things 

were readily bought and sold, aside from the night adventures of the brave women who 

participated in ‘Ashwa Attack’ in far away places like Ìshwùtù Ọgwaarị (Ifite) and Ọ̀mààshị ̀Ụkwụ-

Agba, the supplies from these young men went a long way in providing the meat and fish 

proteins which only yam, cassava, cocoyam, maize, rice, guinea corn and the peas could never 

have given them.   

Some older smart boys also lent their services in what was called Boys’ Company. They carried 

out regular espionage on behalf of the Biafran troupes, a tricky exercise popularly known as 

‘Raking’.  They would be gone for days and weeks, but always came back to report to the troupes 

what they had espied from enemy positions. 

The Human Costs of the war: 

For most families, majority of the losses were the frail elderly and the very infant who could not 

cope with the strains of diving into the forests, sometimes under torrential rainfalls or intense 

heat, whenever there was a military encounter very close by.  There were also people who got hit 

by stray bullets, with some miraculous escapes too.  For example, at Ọdenyi, there was the story 

of a certain lad who was carrying his baby brother on his back when a stray bullet hit them, 

passing through the baby from the back and lodging itself inside the bigger boy.  With no 

anaesthetics whatsoever, the bullet had to be extracted with a pen knife.  And both brothers 

lived to tell the story!  There were also many sad cases where the men of the families got 

kidnapped by the enemy soldiers in front of their wives and children and led down the farm 

tracks and shot with their hands tied behind their backs.  In one farm settlement alone in Daba, 

they counted up to 10 such casualties in one day of operation.  Certain women lost both their 

fathers and husbands this way. 

As though the soldiers were not satisfied with eliminating the bread winners of the families, they 

proceeded to burn down the living quarters of the entire farm settlement, forcing the women 

and children to seek refuge with other family members that lived in other farm settlements 

elsewhere, some of them up to a whole night’s journey away.  And yes, all such journeys had to 

be conducted at nights for fear of coming into unexpected contacts with the enemy forces that 

combed the bushes during the day in search of Biafran soldiers.  It was not a fear for their own 

safety anymore.  Everbody was careful after such an ordeal not to provide the careless trail that  
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might lead to the extermination of their remaining families in other places.  There were also 

reports of violent rapes of the  widows  after  their  husbands had been eliminated.  Even women 

whose husbands still lived who found themselves surrounded by the enemies during the infantry 

operations had no better stories to tell, which invariably meant that they too acquired the stigma 

that followed any woman accused of defiling the land through adultery.  They were required to 

perform the requisite propitiation of sacrificing a day old chick before the shrine of the earth 

goddess (Ntigbu ọkụkọ), without which they could not hope for a proper funeral when they died. 

Another notable human cost of the war involved the fallen soldiers, the young men who either 

voluntarily enlisted into the Biafran army or were otherwise forcefully conscripted, but never 

made it home after the war.  These were counted as Ńdụ́ áyá rīrū - (those that were consumed 

by the war).  It would have been nice to have a full record of the exact number of such victims, 

but one notable figure was Barrister Cletus Ụgbọ Nwanị from Amaụwanị Ugwunanị who was 

killed as a Captain fighting at the Ninth-mile corner trying to protect the capital city, Enugu, as 

the enemy forces stormed the area (Courtesy: OKIKPE MAGAZINE, VOL. 2, 1982, Page 14) 

There were illnesses too, some quite commonplace and others rather baffling, but there were 

also men and women who were wise in the ways of the forest herbs who could do the absolute 

impossible and bring a man back from the brinks of the graves, as no one spoke of hospitals in 

those dire moments of our history. At Ẹgụ Irinaabọ, they did exactly that with one man whose 

name quickly went into the very imaginative songs of the time... “Odvu erugwo n’egbereme 

ogwugwu”... “The dead *who+ got to the brinks and back!”   

Conjunctivitis (nick-named Apollo in the war lingo) and Ẹ̀rụ̀bẹ́ẹ̀rụ̀ (Rubella/Measles) attacked the 

children in droves, and the overcrowding ensured that they spread from one to another quite 

rapidly.  But as with every people with a strong self belief, there was no epidemic that did not 

have a solution. There were no relief agencies of any coloration either.  In fact, the only time that 

anyone heard of the phrase ‘Red Cross’ in our parts was when the war was already over and 

news came around that the people of the ‘Redi Krọọsụ’ would be visiting to assess the extent of 

the collateral damage of the war.  And yes, they visited some areas and lined up young boys and 

girls and held their eyes open, one after another, with thumb and index finger, to see who had 

developed jaundice or yellow fever or anything of the sort.  But they need not have worried, 

because providence has always known how to keep flies away from tailless cows. 

The Material Costs: 

A full assessment of the material costs of the war only became possible when the war ended and 

people found a way of coming back to what was left of their ancestral homesteads.  Many 

returned to find that their homes had either caved in of their own accords, or had been burned  
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down  during the  initial  operations  that  drove  them out of town.  For a time, many had to start 
their own reconstructions with makeshift structures, with walls made of palm fronds and split 
bamboo or woven reed grass, (Ịs̀àrà).  It would take years to muster the energy and resources to 
put together proper houses once again. 
 
On a communal level, the schools were not spared by the madness of the war.  The St. James’ 
Primary School,  for example, had been bombed nearly to its foundation and needed to be rebuilt 
before it became usable for classes again.  That meant that for close to two years after the war, 
the nearby church had to double as both a school and a church.  Live bullets from the war littered 
the premises and some pupils with a silly sense of adventure competed with one another to see 
who could get them to explode by pointedly striking them against stones!  The old college that 
later re-incarnated as Boys’ Secondary School in 1976 suffered even a worse destruction.  Until 
the decision was made to rebuild the complex and turn it into the secondary school that it later 
became, the site was a picture of crumbling walls and pillars that had managed to defy the 
elements for nine years.  
 
For the better part of 1970, Akụ was still an occupied town.  The enemy soldiers put up their base 
at the St. Thomas’ quarters at Ọnụ Ẹgụ Obie and were a common sight everywhere you turned.  It 
is not clear whether the stragglers had chosen to stay on after the war or they were under orders 
from high above to do so.  The latter was most probably the case, for they only vanished after 
they were done with their search and recover operation.  They turned every home inside out in 
search of ammunition, and kicked down doors with impunity if there was nobody in the house to 
let them in peacefully.   
 
It would appear that for the three and half years that the soldiers occupied the town, they 
actually had company in some of the natives.  Some families returned to find that some elderly 
neighbours had never really gone anywhere during the war.  Either because they had nobody 
they could have taken refuge in their farms, or they were just too frail to make the foot journeys 
that had begun with a stampede, they resolved within themselves to sit it out and die in their 
own homes if that was the will of Ezhechitooke.  In any case, they survived the war, mostly by 
helping themselves to whatever scraps of food and fruits they could find from their neighbours’ 
compounds when everyone was gone, including unharvested yams and cocoyams that were 
abandoned by their owners as they fled.   
 
Aside from these isolated cases, some of the popular tales and songs of the war had been about 

some women of easy virtues, who were either comandeered or voluntarily surrendered 

themselves to the services of the invading army.  One such song was about one who feigned a 

frown when she was captured, but as soon as she got to Eke Akụ and tasted some unusual 

delicacies, she broke into a boisterous laughter: 

Ọ fụ n’ekpuzo kpọkwụba ọnụ 
Fụ n’Eke Akụ rinworu ọnụ 
S’ọchị kpaa nwa mgbọgọ 
Ihaha heee, ọchị nwa mgbọgọ...   
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Healing the Wounds: 

Returning from the war was, as expected, much easier than the maddening stampede that was 

the  exodus  three  years  earlier.  It was  still a journey  conducted  on bare  feet for most people, 

which took at least a day and a half to complete, at a child’s pace, but there was no panic and 

everyone so looked forward to coming back home that the euphoria in the anticipation of home 

soon erased the excruciating foot cramps that seized one after a sleep-over half way in the 

homeward journey, a journey that made even a load of a single tuber of yam feel like a whole log 

of mahogany. 

The scars of the civil war took a long time to heal for many.  Those who lost beloved ones during 
the war had to try and re-bury them in a mock ceremony (Ńjwụ̀látá ódvū) that involved not a 
total exumation of the remains but collecting a scoop of soil from the marked grave sites and 
repatriating them to sleep with their ancestors.  As there had been no proper funerals during the 
war, these too had to be organised with time to put both the living and the dead at heart ease. 
 
In material terms, people had to do whatever they could to begin to put their lives back together 
again.  To begin with, no one returned from the war with any currencies that were still 
acceptable in the markets. Even those who would have had lots of money in the banks prior to 
the war were now allowed access to only £20.00 out of the whole lot, as a result of a government 
policy intended to teach the Igbo man a rude lesson for breaking away from Nigeria in the first 
place.  Those who were able to return to teaching or other civil service duties managed to scrape 
together a livelihood when the salaries started coming in again.  The farmers who came home to 
re-bury the remains of lost ones gradually went back to their farms, leaving the children behind 
to enrol themselves into school.  The families that were hitherto displaced from their careers and 
businesses in other parts of the country slowly returned to their various bases too.  Only the aged 
and widows who no longer found the strength or inclination to return to active farming stayed 
back to tend their homesteads.   
 
Having entrusted their farm crops to other family members, those who still had enough energy 
for other things turned to their family cash crops to generate the initial incomes that would some 
day launch them into some petty trading.  For example, the oil palms had grown three years’ 
worth of palm nuts and kernels and there was a huge demand for these and palm oil at the Eke 
Akụ and Ogbede markets. So too was oil bean (Àkpáká).  Others who had the contacts and the 
acumen managed to get themselves into the business of buying and selling second hand clothes, 
ọ̀kàrịk̀à.  These also proved very lucrative as many of the people returning from the war barely 
had any clothes left on their backs.  The commodity arrived in such large bails that the 
community soon found a new name for the trade: ‘Kaa gbii n’ọnụ Eke Akụ’, a reference to the 
onomatopoeic sound the bails produced when they landed with such a loud thud that raised a 
plume of dust.  And because they also started off so cheap, the items of clothing on sale soon 
found a new name too: ‘O kweshiri gu, o kweshii gu, ego naabọ’ – meaning, ‘whether it suits you 
or not, two shillings!’, which was what the sellers shouted endlessly to draw attention to their 
stalls above the deafening cacophony of the market. 
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Getting the children back into school became a big priority, even for those who had never sent 
any of their children to school prior to the war.  But keeping the children in school for long was 
even a greater challenge.  Initially, the Akụ Free Primary Education Funds were able to cater for 
all, but these soon dried up as they relied on levies on individual villages, which in turn relied on 
individual families who had yet to get their lives back together to be able to contribute effectively 
to the pool.  For some reasons, certain villages did better than others, which resulted in the mass 
suspension of pupils from those villages which could not measure up.  In the end, it had to boil 
down to everyone having to cater for their own children if they wanted them to remain in school.  
That marked the end not only of the civil war but also of a long established tradition for a 
common good. 
 

Looking back 50 years, it has been one hell of a journey, but, on the whole, we have survived it, 

each of us in our own different ways.  For a long time after the war, Akụ people referred to the 

pre-war era as the time ‘when the world was at peace’, or ‘when the world was good’, depending 

on how you choose to translate it: “Mgbẹ ụwa dụ ma”.  In a sense, that is not just a reference to 

the frost that has remained between different parts of the Nigerian society as a result of the war; 

it is also a pointer to the general chill in the way individuals and sections of our society now relate 

to one another within Akụ itself.  The war did not just disrupt the rhythm of our individual lives; it 

also took away our sense of community, for once the war was over, it was ‘every man to his tent 

oh Israel!’ In place of the community spirit, we are now left with an unhealthy mix of widespread 

mistrust and mutual suspicion even amongst blood brothers, which leaves one with a deep sense 

of nostalgia that is very difficult to shake off: nostalgia about that era when Akụ could still speak 

with one voice over the welfare of its citizens; nostalgia about the time when the world was good 

and sweet and at peace! 

It is also instructive that for a long time before and after the war, the likes of the Ugwuta dealers 

in farm produce would line up their trucks at major farm settlements and markets like Ọpanda, 

Okwuruogbo and Adaanị and load up the foods produced by Akụ farmers that went out to feed 

the rest of Nigeria.  The produce from Akụ farmers also provided a viable base for many cottage 

industries at those centres, such as bakeries, rice threshing, flour milling, food preservation and 

packaging, etc.  It would be interesting to know how many of those agro-based ventures actually 

belonged to an Akụ man. 

I would like to dedicate this piece to those able young men and women with very clear foresights 

who embarked on the farming expeditions long long ago and pioneered long distance farming 

and established the alternative homes which in later years provided immeasurable sanctuary and 

refuge for the rest of our community in our time of great collective need.  There is no one who 

lived through the Biafran war in those vibrant farm settlements who would deny that the Akụ 

man was indeed his brothers’ keeper.    
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